
Reasons for watching a show

For Gen Z, it’s about being “in the know” about 
TV in order to be part of the conversation

43%
just to talk about 

it with peers

32%
simply to

 impress others

23%
to look smart

Gen X Millennials Gen Z

Watching via 
online source

Watching via 
cable/satellite

What “Watching TV” 
Means By Generation

For viewers ages 14—21, that’s not a marketing 
gimmick that’s a wholly expected part of the 
viewing experience.

43%
Gen X

45%
Millennials Watching via 

online source

Watching via 
cable/satellite

54%
Gen Z

of adults 14-50 equate 
streaming with turning on 
the TV as in, when they’re 

using their AppleTV or 

PlayStation, they classify 

this is “watching TV.”

84% 

TV, Or Not TV
TV is to digital viewing as radio is to Spotify. 
Streaming and digital are the new normal
— it’s all just TV.

Compared to Gen X, 

Millennials and Gen Z are 

more likely to think of TV as 

accessing shows through 

digital sources.

Compared to Gen X, Gen Z prefers to watch 
TV in solid, focused chunks — almost like a 
movie with chapters. 

Binge, Baby, Binge!

TV is Social Capital

The Future is 
Targeted & Native

% Who Don’t Mind or
Enjoy Watching TV Ads

Almost

40%
more likely to binge 
multiple episodes

They’re serial 
monogamists
They’re more likely to 

stick to a single show 

until finishing a series 

than watch a variety 

of different shows’ 

episodes.

20% have posted
about a show

But as the definition of “TV” evolves, including 
the nature of content and ads, is consumption 
declining or just evolving?

Gen Z Watches 
Less TV Compared 
To Their Parents

Gen Z and Millennials have 
a low tolerance for heavy 

ad load. Keep it light. 
#EpicFail

They see ads as content 
and will share them 

socially in the same way
Why?

And the kicker?

GEN ZEN
How Gen Z has found peace with (C)TV advertising

Source: Telaria | Hulu “How Gen Z Connects to TV: Exploring the Generational
Divide in the Future of TV” [1] Joseph Coombs, “Generation Z: Why HR Must be 
Prepared for Its Arrival,” HR Magazine. (Spring 2014): 20.

Want to see our software in action?
Get in touch! We’d love to hear from you.

Because TV is everything streaming and 
digital to Gen Z, their expectations are 
different. The ad experience they know
is targeted, relevant, and controlled.

Ads, They’re Not Evil

They don’t hate ads —

in fact, Gen Z likes ads. It sounded cray cray 
to us, too, until we triple-checked the data. 

Request a demo
or drop us a line

222 Broadway Fl 16
New York, NY 10038
(646) 723-5300
info@telaria.com

Gen Z Total

Have only 
targeted ads

52%

57%

Have few or
 no ads

14%

17%

Have ads that 
completely 

match or
reinforce 

what is being 
watched

43%
34%

54%

74% 72%
63%

70%

55%

...without actually seeing the show.


